SUMMARY Distributed compressive video sensing (DCVS) is a new paradigm for low-complexity video compression. To achieve the highest possible perceptual coding performance under the measurements budget constraint, we propose a perceptual optimized DCVS codec by jointly exploiting the reweighted sampling and rate-distortion optimized measurements allocation technologies. A visual saliency modulated just-noticeable distortion (VS-JND) profile is first developed based on the side information (SI) at the decoder side. Then the estimated correlation noise (CN) between each non-key frame and its SI is suppressed by the VS-JND. Subsequently, the suppressed CN is utilized to determine the weighting matrix for the reweighted sampling as well as to design a perceptual rate-distortion optimization model to calculate the optimal measurements allocation for each non-key frame. Experimental results indicate that the proposed DCVS codec outperforms the other existing DCVS codecs in term of both the objective and subjective performance.
Introduction
Distributed compressive video sensing (DCVS) is a new paradigm for low-complexity video compression, which combines the merits of both distributed video coding (DVC) and compressive sensing (CS). Most current efforts in DCVS have been focused on enhancing the objective coding performance [1] - [3] . Since the human visual system (HVS) is the ultimate receiver of visual signals, it is worth investigating the perception-based DCVS codec. However, as the raw video data are unavailable at the DCVS encoder, it is challenging to design an efficient perceptual DCVS codec.
In [4] , we firstly proposed a heuristic perception-based DCVS codec by making use of the side information (SI) at the DCVS decoder. The SI is a prediction of the non-key (NK) frame and can be obtained by the frame interpolation method. After performing visual saliency detection in the SI and online estimating the correlation noise (CN) between a NK frame and its SI, the product of block saliency and block CN energy is utilized to measure the perceptual distortion level of each block in the SI. Subsequently, a heuristic measurements allocation algorithm based on the blockbased perceptual distortion level is employed to adaptively allocate different number of measurements for each block in the NK frame. The notable perceptual coding gain obtained by this heuristic perceptual DCVS codec demonstrates that it is promising to implement a perceptual DCVC codec at the decoder side. Inspired by the successful application of the reweighted sampling [5] and rate-distortion measurements allocation [3] , we believe that there is still much room to develop a more efficient perceptual DCVS codec. So far, the reweighted sampling has not been applied in any existing DCVS codecs, which still employ the conventional nondiscriminated sampling scheme at the encoder side. To apply the reweighted sampling, a weighting matrix needs to be determined beforehand by considering the statistics of video signals. Because there aren't raw video data at the DCVS encoder, the weighting matrix can only be determined at the decoder side. In this work, the estimated CN suppressed by a visual saliency modulated just-noticeable distortion (VS-JND) profile is exploited to determine the weighting matrix. Meanwhile, the VS-JND suppressed CN is also employed to design a perceptual rate-distortion optimization (RDO) model for the DCVS framework. The obtained RDO model is used to calculate the optimal measurements allocation for each NK frame. By jointly exploiting the reweighted sampling and rate-distortion optimized measurements allocation, a perceptual optimized DCVS codec is developed to obtain a maximal perceptual coding performance under the measurements budget constraint. Experimental results demonstrate that our DCVS codec significantly surpasses the other existing DCVS codecs in term of both the objective and subjective performance. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of our proposed DCVS codec. Its encoder is on the left side of the vertical dotted line while its decoder is on the right side. A video sequence is divided into multiple GOPs (group of pictures), where a GOP consists of a key frame followed by several NK frames.
The Proposed Perceptual Optimized DCVS Codec

Codec Overview
Each key frame f K is sampled via frame-based random projection using a higher sampling rate at the encoder side, and performed frame-based reconstruction using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) as a sparse basis at the decoder side. On the other hand, the blocks of each NK frame f NK are adaptively reweighted sampled using various
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⃝ 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers . By adopting such a joint reconstruction policy, the measurements allocated for a NK frame may be considered to correct the prediction errors in SI. Such prediction errors can be measured by the CN energy. However, since the HVS cannot perceive the distortion below the JND threshold, it is unnecessary to spend measurements in correcting the unnoticeable prediction errors in SI. In this work, we exploit the VS-JND suppressed CN to measure the perceptible prediction errors in SI. The VS-JND profile is developed based on the SI frame, which is generated by the motion compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) technique [6] based on the neighbouring reconstructed key frames. In order to correct the perceptible prediction errors in SI with as less as possible measurements, the JND-suppressed CN is employed to design a perceptual RDO model to calculate the optimal measurements allocation for each NK frame. Meanwhile, to more efficiently recover the CN, the statistics of the JNDsuppressed CN is utilized to determine the weighting matrix for the reweighted sampling. In the following subsections, the key modules of our codec (i.e., the shaded modules in Fig.1 ) will be discussed in greater details.
Visual Saliency Modulated JND Profile
An adaptive block-size DCT transform based spatiotemporal JND profile [7] is adopted to estimate the JND threshold for the frequency components of each NK frame. Because the original NK frame is unavailable at the decoder side, its SI is utilized to develop the JND model. Generally, the distortion occurring in visual attention regions is more annoying than that in other regions. Visual saliency (VS) is a useful tool to predict visual fixations in a video sequence. Hence in accordance with the HVS, the JND profile should be regulated by visual saliency so that the actual visual sensitivity inside the visual salient regions can be enhanced and that outside visual salient regions can be reduced. A spatiotemporal saliency model proposed in our previous work [4] is used to generate the visual saliency map. Specifically, the spatial saliency S S is obtained by the graph-based visual saliency (GBVS) algorithm [8] and the temporal saliency S T is obtained based on the global motion-compensated motion magnitude map. The maximum fusion strategy is employed to get the spatiotemporal saliency, i.e., S = max(S S , S T ). The VS modulation factor is calculated as follows:
where α sal (k, i) is the VS modulation factor of the i th block in the k th frame. S i is the normalized VS value of the i th block. M min and M max are the minimum and maximum value of VS modulation, which are empirically set to 0.7 and 1.3, respectively. S max and S min are the maximum and minimum VS threshold, which are empirically set to the top 80% and 20% normalized VS value, respectively. Let (x, y) indicate the DCT coefficient position. The VS modulated JND profile is formulated as follows:
where T , T S , and α tempo are the VS modulated JND threshold, the spatial JND and the temporal modulation factor, respectively. The method to calculate T S and α tempo can be referred to [7] . Notice that the motion field obtained during SI generation is employed to calculate α tempo .
JND-Suppressed Correlation Noise Estimation
Since the raw video data is unavailable at the decoder side, the exact CN cannot be obtained. We adopt a decoder-based online CN estimation method [9] to estimate the CN. This method uses the residual between the backward and forward motion-compensated frames in the MCFI to estimate the CN. Let f CN represent the estimated CN. The B× B DCT transform (B is the block size) is performed over f CN to obtain the transformed CNf CN . Let C i (x, y) be the DCT coefficients of the i th block inf CN . The JND-suppressed CN is expressed as follows:
where sgn denotes the signum function. As long as the JNDsuppressed CN is accurately recovered, the subjective quality of the reconstructed NK frame would not degrade.
Perceptual RDO Measurements Allocation Based on the JND-Suppressed CN
When the measurements budget is limited, it is unwise to allocate the measurements budget for every block in the NK frame. In this work, only the blocks with larger perceptual distortion are taken part in the perceptual RDO measurements allocation. The rest blocks are skipped for the CS sampling, just like the SKIP-mode in the traditional video coding paradigm. If a block is skipped for the CS sampling, it is approximately recovered by copying the colocated block in the SI frame. A simple strategy is utilized to select the blocks to participate in perceptual RDO measurements allocation. The set of the selected blocks is denoted as G. As in [4] , the product of block saliency and block CN energy is used to calculate block perceptual distortion level. Let D i be the perceptual distortion level of the i th block andD be the average perceptual distortion level. Only the blocks whose perceptual distortion level are larger than κ ·D are selected into the set G. The parameter κ is adaptively tuned such that the average sampling rate of G approximately equals ρ·r, where r is the assigned sampling rate of the current frame and ρ is a constant factor, which value is slightly larger than 1. With an increasing measurements budget, the value of ρ decreases and approaches 1. By applying such a simple selection strategy, when the measurements budget is very limited, only the blocks with considerably larger perceptual distortion level will be selected into the set G. On the contrary, when the measurements budget becomes sufficient, more and more blocks will be selected into the set G.
For each block in the set G, its measurement number is determined by the proposed perceptual RDO measurements allocation technique. Assume that the i th block of the NK frame is in the set G. Its corresponding JND-suppressed CN C ′ i is represented as a N-dimensional (N = B 2 ) sparse signal in the column-scan order, denoted as α i . Let α i,K be the best K-term approximation of α i , which can be obtained by keeping only the K largest coefficients of α i . According to the CS theory [10] , α i,K can be exactly recovered with high probability using M ≥ cK log(N/K) measurements, where c is a small constant. The K-term approximation distortion is expressed as α i − α i,K 2 2 . Suppose that the measurements budget for the NK frame is M and there are m blocks in the set G. To recover the JND-suppressed CN of the set G as accurately as possible, it is equivalent to minimize the total K-term approximation distortion of the set G. Assume that the i th block is allocated with cK i log(N/K i ) measurements to recover its best K i -term approximation, the optimal measurements allocation problem can be formulated as follows:
We solve the constrained problem (4) using the Lagrangian multiplier method. We define a Lagrangian cost function as follows:
where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier. If there exists a λ * such that
leads to
is also an optimal solution to the original problem (4). The method to calculate the optimal solution [K 1 * , K 2 * , · · · , K m * ] can be referred to [3] . After the optimal solution is determined, the optimal number of measurements for the i th block is calculated
Reweighted Sampling Based on JND-Suppressed CN
Since a joint reconstruction with SI is adopted in our codec to recover the NK frame, we propose to develop an adaptive measurement matrix based on the energy distribution characteristic of the JND-suppressed CN in the DCT domain to enhance the sampling efficiency. Let α 
2 and n (n > m) is the total number of blocks in a NK frame. In order to perform the reweighted sampling,
2 ) should be transmitted to the encoder side with the optimal measurement numbers through a feedback channel. The weighting matrix W can be represented by a diagonal matrix as
With the weighting matrix W, an adaptive measurement matrix can be obtained as
T , where Φ is a B 2 × B 2 orthogonal random matrix, Ψ is the DCT basis, orth and T represent the orthogonalization and matrix transpose operator,respectively. For the i th block, with its optimal measurement number M i determined by the perceptual RDO measurements allocation method, its measurement matrix Λ i can be obtained by picking up the first M i rows from Λ. Consequently, the reweighted sampling is adaptively performed on each block as:
Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of our proposed DCVS codec with the first 80 frames of three CIF video sequences: Foreman, Bus, and Mobile. Two typical GOP lengths (i.e., GOP=2 and GOP=8) are adopted and the block size is 16 × 16. For both the key frame and the NK frame, the structurally random matrices (SRMs) [11] is adopted as the random measurement matrix. The GPSR algorithm [12] and the smoothed projected Landweber (SPL) algorithm [13] are utilized for the CS reconstruction of the key frames and the NK frames, respectively. We compare our DCVS codec with four representative DCVS codecs in the literature: DISCOS [1] , DISACOS [2] , RDO-DCVS [3] , and PA-DCVS [4] . For fair comparison, all the DCVS codecs use the same configuration to sample and reconstruct the key frames. Meanwhile, they all adopt the SPL algorithm for the CS reconstruction of the NK frames. Both the conventional peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and the recently proposed eye-tracking weighted peak signal to noise ratio (EWPSNR) [14] are adopted as the measure metrics for the objective quality of the reconstructed videos. The EWPSNR metric has been proved to be more closely correlation with the HVS and frequently employed to evaluate the perceptual coding performance. We calculate both the mean PSNR and mean EWPSNR values of all the reconstructed NK frames at various sampling rates. To compute the EWPSNR values, we exploit the first viewing eye-tracking data provided in [15] . Table 1 and Table 2 depict both the mean PSNR and mean EWPSNR results of all the considered DCVS codecs with a short GOP (i.e.,GOP=2) and a long GOP (i.e.,GOP=8), respectively. The highest values are highlighted with the bold characters. It can be clearly observed that our DCVS codec steadily outperforms the benchmark codecs in term of both PSNR and EWPSNR results either with a short GOP or with a long GOP. Specifically, the coding gain in term of EWPSNR is even higher than that in term of PSNR, which indicate our codec can achieve a higher perceptual coding gain. Moreover, although the coding performance of all the considered DCVS codecs degrade with increasing GOP length, the coding gain of our codec is more significant when a long GOP is adopted. Such a significant perceptual coding gain is mainly attributed to the two factors. First, the reweighted sampling can enhance the sampling efficiency by considering the statistics of the JND-suppressed CN. Second, the perceptual RDO model can help our codec to intelligently spend as less as possible measurements to correct the perceptible distortion in the SI.
Next, we compare the subjective performance of our codec with those of the benchmark DCVS codecs. Figure 2 , Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively illustrate the snapshot of Foreman, Bus and Mobile obtained by the various codecs using 20 percent sampling rate when the GOP length is 8. We can clearly see that our proposed codec can obtain a much better visual quality compared to the benchmark codecs. Specifically, our codec can achieve a better visual quality in both the salient regions (e.g., the head of Foreman) and the surrounding nonsalient regions (e.g., the background wall in Foreman sequence). It is mainly owing to the perceptual RDO measurements allocation technique, which implicitly takes both the HVS characteristics and signal sparsity into consideration. Last, we evaluate the decoder complexity of various DCVS codecs using the average decoding time per NK frame for all the video sequences. The experiments are performed on MATLAB 2011a based on a laptop computer equipped with an Intel Core i5-4200M 2.5GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. Table 3 depicts the average decoding time of various codecs when a GOP length of 8 is adopted. It can be observed that the decoding complexity of our codec is comparable to that of the other existing DCVS codecs (e.g., DISACOS and RDO-DCVS) although our codec need to calculate the weighting matrix and perform the perceptual RDO measurements allocation at the decoder side. It is because the CS reconstruction in our codec can be speeded up by the reweighted sampling technique, which makes the CS reconstruction algorithm need fewer iterations to converge.
Conclusion
By jointly exploiting the reweighted sampling and the RDO measurements allocation technologies, we proposed a perceptual optimized DCVS codec to achieve the highest possible perceptual coding performance under the measurements budget constraint. The VS-JND suppressed CN estimation between each NK frame and its SI is utilized to determine the weighting matrix for reweighted sampling as well as to develop the perceptual RDO model for optimal measurements allocation at the decoder side. The experimental results reveal that our DCVS codec not only achieves a significant objective coding gain, but also obtains a much better visual quality relative to the conventional DCVS codecs as well as a heuristic perceptual DCVS codec. Our future works will focus in developing a more advanced VS model for a DCVS codec and further improve its perceptual coding performance.
